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The Giver 2014 living in a perfect world without social ills a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the elders
but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the giver who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade
The Giver 2011-03 don t want to read the actual book tired of reading super long reviews this new study guide is perfect for you this study
guide provides a short and concise review guide of the giver by lois lowry the guide includes a short summary of the entire novel the major
themes and their relationship to the storyline a character guide with brief details on each role bullet point chapter reviews that go into more
detail than the book summary a few potential essay topics with possible answers all of this in depth study guide is designed to make studying
more efficient and fun stay tuned for our upcoming updates that will include additional quiz questions audio guides and more tools that will
help you easily learn and prepare for school need help or have suggestions for us email us at info totalgroupmobile com and we will get back
to you as soon as possible thetotalgroup
The Giver 2012-02-01 1 new york times bestseller a reese witherspoon x hello sunshine book club pick a great narrative about personal
strength and really captures how books bring communities together reese witherspoon from the author of the last letter from your lover now
a major motion picture on netflix a breathtaking story of five extraordinary women and their remarkable journey through the mountains of
kentucky and beyond in depression era america alice wright marries handsome american bennett van cleve hoping to escape her stifling life
in england but small town kentucky quickly proves equally claustrophobic especially living alongside her overbearing father in law so when a
call goes out for a team of women to deliver books as part of eleanor roosevelt s new traveling library alice signs on enthusiastically the
leader and soon alice s greatest ally is margery a smart talking self sufficient woman who s never asked a man s permission for anything they
will be joined by three other singular women who become known as the packhorse librarians of kentucky what happens to them and to the
men they love becomes an unforgettable drama of loyalty justice humanity and passion these heroic women refuse to be cowed by men or
by convention and though they face all kinds of dangers in a landscape that is at times breathtakingly beautiful at others brutal they re
committed to their job bringing books to people who have never had any arming them with facts that will change their lives based on a true
story rooted in america s past the giver of stars is unparalleled in its scope and epic in its storytelling funny heartbreaking enthralling it is
destined to become a modern classic a richly rewarding novel of women s friendship of true love and of what happens when we reach beyond
our grasp for the great beyond
The Giver of Stars 2019-10-08 a study guide for the giver lit to film excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study
guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much
more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs
A Study Guide for "The Giver" (lit-to-film) 2014-07-31 the fascinating sequel to the giver which inspired the dystopian genre and is soon to be
a major motion picture starring jeff bridges katie holmes and taylor swift
Gathering Blue (The Giver Quartet) 2015-03-13 a study guide for lois lowry s the giver excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for
students this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions
for further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs
A Study Guide for Lois Lowry's The Giver 2012 the perfect companion to lois lowry s the giver this study guide contains a chapter by
chapter analysis of the book a summary of the plot and a guide to major characters and themes bookcap study guides do not contain text
from the actual book and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book we all need refreshers every now and then
whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final or someone just trying to understand a book more bookcaps can help we are a
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small but growing company and are adding titles every month
The Giver (Study Guide) 1995 teaching literature unit based on the popular children s story the giver
A Guide for Using The Giver in the Classroom 2012 unlike the other birthmothers in her utopian community teenaged claire forms an
attachment to her baby and sets out to find him when he is removed from the community
The Giver Quartet 2009-01-29 a newbery honor book that the new york times called an eerie delight the wish giver is an engaging literary
folk story about those who get what they wish for whether they want it or not the people of coven tree are no strangers to magic in fact the
town s very name comes from a gnarled old tree where covens of witches used to gather even now imps and fiends continue to appear
frightening the townsfolk with their devilish pranks usually these creatures are easy to spot they have a particular smell or sound or way of
moving that betrays their dark nature but thaddeus blinn showed none of these signs when he came to coven tree he was just a funny little
man who drifted into town with a strange tale about being able to give people whatever they wished for only fifty cents there was nothing
scary about him at least not until the wishing began
The Wish Giver 2014-07-31 the fascinating third companion novel to the giver which inspired the dystopian genre and is soon to be a major
motion picture starring jeff bridges katie holmes and taylor swift
Messenger (The Giver Quartet) 2006-08-01 reproducible reading study guides that give students the background and support they need
to understand and enjoy literature with these reading guides your students will practice reading comprehension skills sharpen their
vocabulary and learn to identify literary elements
The Giver 2010-02-25 the sequel to the international bestseller the go giver applying its inspirational approach to real world challenges the
go giver took the business world by storm with its message that giving is the simplest most fulfilling and most effective path to success it has
inspired hundreds of thousands of readers but some have wondered how the story s lessons stand up to the tough challenges of everyday
real world business bob burg and john david mann answer that question in go givers sell more a practical guide that turns giving into the
cornerstone of a powerful and effective approach to selling most of us think of sales as a struggle to make people do something they don t
really want to do but that cut throat mentality makes the process much harder than it has to be especially in an economic downturn when
customers are more suspicious and defensive than ever it s far more effective and satisfying when salespeople think like go givers and focus
on creating value for the customer cultivate a trusting relationship and provide outstanding service and great results will follow automatically
illustrating their points with a wide range of real life examples burg and mann offer tips and strategies that anyone in sales can start applying
right away
Go-Givers Sell More 2014-07-31 the giver is soon to be a major motion picture starring jeff bridges katie holmes and taylor swift now
available for the first time in the uk the giver quartet is the complete four novel collection
The Giver, Gathering Blue, Messenger, Son (The Giver Quartet) 2016-03-29 the classic companion to the international bestseller the
go giver share this book with those you care about seth godin a manifesto for twenty first century leadership packaged in a fun and engaging
story buy this book and get it in the hands of everyone in your company darren hardy success magazine ben is an ambitious young executive
charged with persuading 500 employee shareholders to agree to a merger that will save their company but despite his best efforts he can t
convince anyone to buy in to the deal during his week at the company ben realizes that his aggressive style is actually making it harder to
reach his goals will ben find a way to sway the shareholders before the climactic vote the answer may surprise you as you follow ben on his
journey to understanding that the path to genuine influence lies less in taking leadership than in giving it please note this book was
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previously published under the titleit s not about you
The Go-Giver Leader 2006 this 1994 newbery award winning book tells the story of 12 year old jonas who lives in a utopian society and is
chosen to be the community s receiver of memories
Reading the Giver 2018-07-27 a study guide for the giver lit to film excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study
guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much
more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs
A Study Guide for "The Giver" (lit-to-film) 2013-04-09 a groundbreaking look at why our interactions with others hold the key to success
from the new york times bestselling author of think again originals and the forthcoming hidden potential for generations we have focused on
the individual drivers of success passion hard work talent and luck but in today s dramatically reconfigured world success is increasingly
dependent on how we interact with others in give and take adam grant an award winning researcher and wharton s highest rated professor
examines the surprising forces that shape why some people rise to the top of the success ladder while others sink to the bottom praised by
social scientists business theorists and corporate leaders give and take opens up an approach to work interactions and productivity that is
nothing short of revolutionary
Give and Take 1998-12 activities to be used in the classroom to accompany the reading of the giver by lois lowry
The Giver - Teacher Guide 2009-01-16 bestselling author bruce wilkinson shows how to identify and overcome the obstacles that keep
millions from living the life they were created for he begins with a compelling modern day parable about ordinary who dares to leave the land
of familiar to pursue his big dream with the help of the dream giver ordinary begins the hardest and most rewarding journey of his life
wilkinson gives readers practical biblical keys to fulfilling their own dream revealing that there s no limit to what god can accomplish when
we choose to pursue the dreams he gives us for his honor are you living your dream or just living your life welcome to a little story about a
very big idea this compelling modern day parable tells the story of ordinary who dares to leave the land of familiar to pursue his big dream
you too have been given a big dream one that can change your life one that the dream giver wants you to achieve does your big dream
seem hopelessly out of reach are you waiting for something or someone to make your dream happen then you re ready for the dream giver
let bruce wilkinson show you how to rise above the ordinary conquer your fears and overcome the obstacles that keep you from living your
big dream you were made for this now it s time to begin your journey
The Dream Giver 2014-12-18 having a sister who is blonde and pretty and popular can be tricky if you re like meg serious hardworking and
well plain
A Summer to Die 1957 a study guide for lois lowry s book for young readers the giver which includes discussion questions vocabulary
builders activities and other teaching resources
Occupational Outlook Handbook 1997 parables of the kingdom is a language arts curricular unit on the new testament parables for seventh
grade and up the unit correlates to state standards and outcomes and the curriculum calendar provides over 30 hours of content material
each session is accommodated with a full lesson plan as well as the accompanying worksheets and keys the narrative unit investigates the
parables as literature and provides historic critical and sociological background of the text this unit is based on best practices in teaching and
learning and it is enriched by socratic circles story maps role plays as well as relevant reading and writing assignments and creative
productive projects
The Giver 2003 the classic story about the power of words donavan allen doesn t collect coins comics or trading cards like most kids he
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collects words big words little words soft words and silly words whenever donavan finds a new word he writes it on a slip of paper and puts it
in his word jar but one day donavan discovers that his word jar is full he can t put any new words in without taking some of the old words out
and he wants to keep all his words donavan doesn t know what to do until a visit to his grandma provides him with the perfect solution
The Giver by Lois Lowry : a Novel Study Guide 2012-07-31 after being orphaned during the influenza epidemic of 1918 eleven year old
lydia pierce and her fourteen year old brother are taken by their grieving uncle to be raised in the shaker community at sabbathday lake
includes author s note about the shakers
Parables of the Kingdom 2002 when his family exceeds its legal debt limit thirteen year old matt is sent to the federal debt rehabilitation
agency workhouse where he discovers illicit activities are being carried out using the children who have been placed there
Focus on Reading 2018-12-31 many hundreds of years ago the city of ember was created by the builders to contain everything needed for
human survival it worked but now the storerooms are almost out of food crops are blighted corruption is spreading through the city and worst
of all the lights are failing soon ember could be engulfed by darkness but when two children lina and doon discover fragments of an ancient
parchment they begin to wonder if there could be a way out of ember can they decipher the words from long ago and find a new future for
everyone will the people of ember listen to them
Donavan's Word Jar 2011 the most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal beauty and friendship
Like the Willow Tree 2011-12-06 from a newbery medal winner a novel of tragedy and friendship in a turn of the century farm town narrated
by a perceptive large hearted child kirkus reviews katy thatcher the bright and curious daughter of the town doctor was fascinated by her
father s work and even as a child she knew that she too wanted to be a doctor she wanted to know about people perhaps it was this her
insatiable curiosity or simply the charm of jacob s gentle intimacy with animals large and small that fueled their friendship although jacob
never spoke to her or even looked at her directly katy grew to understand him from the moments they spent together quietly singing to the
horses she knew there was meaning in the sounds he made and purpose behind his movements so when events took an unexpected and
tragic turn it was katy alone who could unravel the mystery of what had occurred and why a two time recipient of the newbery medal the
new york times bestselling author of number the stars presents a sensitive moving story of a young girl growing up at the beginning of the
twentieth century and the influence of the farm community around her through katy s eyes readers can see the human face so often hidden
under modern psychological terminology and experience the haunting impact of her friendship with the silent boy the author balances humor
and generosity with the obstacles and injustice of katy s world to depict a complete picture of the turn of the century publishers weekly
starred review
The Limit 2009-07-15 anastasia s tenth year has some good things like falling in love and really getting to know her grandmother and some
bad things like finding out about an impending baby brother
The City of Ember 1992 marriage should be based on love right but does it seem as though you and your spouse are speaking two different
languages 1 new york times bestselling author dr gary chapman guides couples in identifying understanding and speaking their spouse s
primary love language quality time words of affirmation gifts acts of service or physical touch by learning the five love languages you and
your spouse will discover your unique love languages and learn practical steps in truly loving each other chapters are categorized by love
language for easy reference and each one ends with simple steps to express a specific language to your spouse and guide your marriage in
the right direction a newly designed love languages assessment will help you understand and strengthen your relationship you can build a
lasting loving marriage together gary chapman hosts a nationally syndicated daily radio program called a love language minute that can be
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heard on more than 150 radio stations as well as the weekly syndicated program building relationships with gary chapman which can both be
heard on fivelovelanguages com the five love languages is a consistent new york times bestseller with over 5 million copies sold and
translated into 38 languages this book is a sales phenomenon with each year outselling the prior for 16 years running
The Rainbow Fish 2003-04-28 what does it mean when a fictional hero takes a journey shares a meal gets drenched in a sudden rain
shower often there is much more going on in a novel or poem than is readily visible on the surface a symbol maybe that remains elusive or
an unexpected twist on a character and there s that sneaking suspicion that the deeper meaning of a literary text keeps escaping you in this
practical and amusing guide to literature thomas c foster shows how easy and gratifying it is to unlock those hidden truths and to discover a
world where a road leads to a quest a shared meal may signify a communion and rain whether cleansing or destructive is never just rain
ranging from major themes to literary models narrative devices and form how to read literature like a professor is the perfect companion for
making your reading experience more enriching satisfying and fun
The Silent Boy 1979-10-24 a teacher s guide based on lois lowry s the giver offers activities a glossary essay and multiple choice questions
and an answer key
Anastasia Krupnik 2009-12-17 the two time newbery medalist has crafted a loving representation of a relationship between parent and
child in post wwii america publishers weekly starred review this is the story of young liz her father and their strained relationship dad has
been away at wwii for longer than she can remember and they begin their journey of reconnection through a hunting shirt cherry pie tender
conversation and the crow call this allegorical story shows how like the birds gathering above the relationship between the girl and her father
is graced with the chance to fly the memory of a treasured day spent with a special person will resonate with readers everywhere school
library journal starred review beautifully written the piece reads much like a traditional short story the details of ibatoulline s renderings
gracefully capture a moment in time that was lost relevant for families whose parents are returning from war the text is also ripe for
classroom discussion and for advanced readers kirkus reviews
The Five Love Languages 2009-10-13 the perfect companion to lois lowry s the giver this study guide contains a chapter by chapter
analysis of the book a summary of the plot and a guide to major characters and themes bookcap study guides do not contain text from the
actual book and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book we all need refreshers every now and then whether you
are a student trying to cram for that big final or someone just trying to understand a book more bookcaps can help we are a small but
growing company and are adding titles every month
How to Read Literature Like a Professor 2015-01-26 after the first death is a brilliantly tense hostage drama by robert cormier the acclaimed
author of the chocolate war it is one of the originals from penguin iconic outspoken first on the outskirts of a small american town a bus load
of young children is being held hostage the hijackers are a cold and ruthless group opposed to the secret government agency inner delta at
the centre of the battle are three teenagers miro is the terrorist with no past and no emotions kate is the bus driver caught up in the
nightmare and ben is the general s son who must act as a go between the originals are the pioneers of fiction for young adults from political
awakening war and unrequited love to addiction teenage pregnancy and nuclear holocaust the originals confront big issues and articulate
difficult truths the collection includes the outsiders s e hinton i capture the castle dodie smith postcards from no man s land aidan chambers
after the first death robert cormier dear nobody berlie doherty the endless steppe esther hautzig buddy nigel hinton across the barricades
joan lingard the twelfth day of july joan lingard no turning back beverley naidoo z for zachariah richard c o brien the wave morton rhue the
red pony john steinbeck the pearl john steinbeck stone cold robert swindells
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